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NOTICE
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA GAZETTE OF
INTERNATIONAL MARKS
REGISTRATIONS
Note: Any person within three months from the date of
appearance of this advertisement in the “Antigua and
Barbuda Official Gazette” may give notice in duplicate
at the Trade Marks Office, Antigua, of opposition to
registration of the said Trade Mark.

511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2014)
35
Business management; business management of hotels; business management of residential suites
(business management of hotels); business management of full service apartments (business management of hotels); secretarial services provided by hotels; advisory services (business) relating to the
management of business; business information;
sales promotion; administrative hotel management;
business advice relating to franchising; assistance in
franchised commercial business management; business development; hotel management for others;
procurement of contracts [for others]; publicity; retail and wholesale services; organizing promotional
campaigns; information, advisory and consultancy
services relating to the aforesaid services.

1260401
151.Date of the registration
29.10.2014
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
29.10.2024
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
BANYAN TREE HOLDINGS LIMITED
211 Upper Bukit Timah Road
Singapore 588182 (SG (Singapore))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
SG (Singapore)

36
Accommodation bureau [apartments, real estate
property]; leasing and rental of accommodation
[apartments]; appraisal of real estate; commercial
property investment services; commercial real estate agency services; provision of permanent housing accommodation; leasing of buildings, flats,
houses, land, property, real estate; management of
apartments, buildings, commercial properties, land,
property, real estate; property portfolio management; provision of permanent housing accommodation; real estate services; real estate brokerage; real
estate leasing; real estate management; real estate
selection and acquisition; real estate valuations; advisory services relating to real estate ownership; arranging of shared ownership of real estate; provision
of information relating to property (real estate); real
estate services relating to timeshare ownership and
purchase; rent collection; financial investment fund
services; investment trust services; financing of
property development; insurance relating to property; timeshare property management; charitable
fund relating to the aforesaid services.

842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited Company Incorporated in Singapore, Singapore
740.Name and address of the representative
ATMD BIRD & BIRD LLP
2 Shenton Way,
#18-01 SGX Centre 1
Singapore 068804 (SG (Singapore))

43

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
01.15; 05.03.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of the wording “DHAWA” appearing
underneath a design of two leaves.

Provision and rental of temporary accommodation;
accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding
houses]; letting of temporary accommodation (timeshare property); appraisal of hotel accommodation;
arranging of holiday and hotel accommodation; arranging of banquets; arranging of temporary accommodation; boarding houses; rental of rooms; restaurant reservation services; hotels; hotel services;
providing hotel accommodation; hotel catering services; hotel reservation services; motels; reservations [temporary accommodation]; providing facilities for exhibitions, conferences and meetings; food
and drink catering; restaurants; self-service restaurants; cocktail lounge services; cafeterias; cafes;
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bars; provision of advice in connection with temporary accommodation; day-nurseries [creches]; information, advisory and consultancy services relating
to the aforesaid services.
821.Basic application
SG (Singapore),23.09.2014, T1415253H.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
SG (Singapore),23.09.2014,T1415253H.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
13.08.2015
1261757
151.Date of the registration
17.06.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
17.06.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
526.Disclaimer
"MUSIC".
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Computer software; computer software for use in
playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio files, and media
files; computer software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment related audio, video, text and multimedia content; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data for peer-topeer social networking databases; computer software to enable users to program and distribute audio, video, data, text and other multimedia content,
including music, concerts, videos, radio, television,
cultural events, and entertainment-related and educational programs via communication networks;
computer software for accessing, browsing and
searching online databases; computer software for
setting up, configuring, operating and controlling
mobile devices, wearable devices, mobile phones,
computers, and computer peripherals, and audio and
video players; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music performances, and
music videos; downloadable electronic books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, newspapers, journals and other publications.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),10.06.2015, 86658508.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),18.05.2015,67176.
class09priority limited to:computer software; computer
software for use in playing, organizing, downloading,
transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio files, and
media files; computer software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia content;
computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data for peer-to-peer social networking databases; computer software to enable users to program and
distribute audio, video, data, text and other multimedia
content, including music, concerts, videos, radio, television, cultural events, and entertainment-related and educational programs via communication networks; computer
software for accessing, browsing and searching online databases; computer software for setting up, configuring, operating and controlling mobile devices, wearable devices,
mobile phones, computers, and computer peripherals, and
audio and video players; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music performances, and music
videos; downloadable electronic books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, newspapers, journals and other publications.

511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

270.Language(s) of the application
English

09

1261330

580.Date of notification
20.08.2015
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151.Date of the registration
26.06.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
26.06.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Société Jas Hennessy & Co.
rue de la Richonne
F-16100 Cognac (FR (France))
812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
FR (France)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Société en commandite simple, France
740.Name and address of the representative
Virginie Ulmann
Baker & McKenzie
1 rue Paul Braudy
F-75008 Paris (FR (France))

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05; 27.07.
The significance of the “8” refers to 8 generations of
Master Blenders from the same family, the Fillioux
family and the symbol.
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
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999380
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Montres Tudor SA
Rue François-Dussaud 3
Genève 26 (CH (Switzerland))
812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Société anonyme, Suisse
511. International Classification of Goods and Services for
the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) - NCL(9)
14
Jewellery, timepieces, namely watches, wristwatches, components for timepieces and accessories
for timepieces not included in other classes, clocks
and other chronometric instruments, chronometers,
chronographs, apparatus for timing sports events,
time measuring and marking apparatus and instruments not included in other classes; dials, containers, boxes and presentation cases for timepieces and
jewellery.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
NZ (New Zealand).
891.Date of subsequent designation
07.08.2015
580.Date of notification
27.08.2015
1263068
151.Date of the registration
04.12.2014

33
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic cocktails.
821.Basic application
FR (France),06.05.2015, 15 4 178 989.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
FR (France),06.05.2015,15 4 178 989.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
SG (Singapore), US (United States of America).
270.Language(s) of the application
French
580.Date of notification
20.08.2015

180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
04.12.2024
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Continental Reifen Deutschland GmbH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9
30165 Hannover (DE (Germany))
812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, Germany
750.Address for correspondence
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Continental AG,
Intellectual Property
Postfach 169
30001 Hannover (DE (Germany))
740.Name and address of the representative
Florian Schleifer,
Continental AG
Intellectual Property
P.O. Box 169
30001 Hannover (DE (Germany))
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control units for machines; controlled adjusting devices for vehicle parts such as seats, windows, mirrors, sliding roofs, throttle valves, camshafts; machine coupling and transmission components, including shift clutches (except for land vehicles);
drive belts, transmission belts, V-belts, V-ribbed
belts, variator belts, timing belts, synchronous belts,
nubbed belts, double-sided timing belts, flat belts,
lift belts (machine components), conveyor belts;
machine components, such as springs, shock absorber pistons, vibration dampers; molded parts
made from rubber and rubber-metal bondings for vibration control as far as included in this class; engine
mounts, hydromounts, torsional vibration dampers,
actuators; valves (machine components); conveyor
belts, parts and accessories for conveyor belts; passenger conveyors not included in other classes;
(compressed air) spray guns for water, oil, gas, paint
and other gaseous or liquid substances; metal fittings (accessories for spray guns or sprayers); mechanical vehicle jacks; lawn mowers (machines);
non-hand-operated agricultural equipment; vending
machines.

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2014)
09

06
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable constructions of metal; metal
building materials for railway tracks; metal cables
and wires (not for electrical purposes); ironmongery
and small items of metal hardware; metal pipes and
flexible tubings; metal hose and pipe connectors;
metal manifolds, couplings and adapters; metal hose
and pipe couplings, mountings as far as included in
this class; metal pipes and tubes for ventilation and
air-conditioning systems; metal molds; metal goods
as far as included in this class.
07
Machines used in metal, timber, rubber and plastics
processing; machines for the manufacture, repair
and disassembly of land and sea vehicles; machines
for the chemical, agricultural, mining, textile, food
and beverage, construction and packaging industry;
machine tools; printing machines; printing frames;
printing plates; machines used in the manufacture of
printing plates; printing plates [not light-sensitive];
pressure casting molds (machine components); lithographic printing plates for printing machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); components for motors and engines of all types, including
electric motors and their components (except for
land vehicles); control units for motors and engines;
electric starters for motors and engines; motor
driven electric generators; main cylinders; electric
motors (except for land vehicles) and pumps (machines); engine actuators (throttle valves, idle governors, linear actuators, air control valves, air flap
actuators, exhaust gas recirculation valves); injection valves, injection nozzles for engines; fuel
pumps; fuel injection systems; spark plugs for combustion engines; glow plugs for diesel engines; ignition coils; air filters for engines; catalytic converters; chargers [turbochargers]; turbocompressors;

Scientific, nautical, surveying, electric, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving
and teaching apparatus and instruments as far as included in this class; measuring devices and instruments; electric control and regulating systems including their processors and sensors for the steering
and controlling of vehicles, for improved driving
safety, driving stability, and cushioning and noise
comfort; electric control and regulating systems including their processors and sensors for regulation
and control of brakes, accelerator pedals, transmissions, chassis and suspensions and emissions; voltage regulators for vehicles, automatic control systems for vehicles; electrical and electrohydraulic
power steering; ammeters, voltmeters, ohmmeters,
manometers, thermometers, tachometers; compasses, acidimeters, water level indicators, scales;
thermostats; engine management, idle speed control; data management, data processing devices;
measuring, warning and display devices and instruments for distance, axle load monitoring, acceleration, speed, engine speed, torque, turn rate, pressure,
fill level, fluid supply (particularly fuel and washer
fluid supply), altitude, coolant temperature, charge
pressure, power, air quality, air mass, oil level, oil
pressure, position, rudder position, temperature,
travel, travel distance, wind and water depth; distance warning and controlling devices and display
instruments; radar devices; reversing monitoring
equipment; automatic parking assist systems; optical, acoustic and haptic drowsiness and speed warning devices and display instruments; tire pressure
gauge, tire inflating equipment; service indicator,
wear indicator, consumption measurement device,
maintenance indicator, workshop test equipment;
time recording unit; accident data recorder; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching,
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converting, storing, regulating and monitoring electricity; electrical fuses, electrical relays, transponders, sensors, actuators (as far as included in this
class); detectors; pressure switches; controllers;
brake fluid tester; diagnostic apparatus [not for medical purposes]; monitoring and diagnostic systems
for vehicle engines and drive systems; warning
lamps for vehicles; solenoid valves; lasers, not for
medical purposes; electric batteries and their components, rechargeable batteries and their components, solar batteries; fuel cells and their components, chargers for electric batteries; alarm equipment; burglar alarms, burglary detection equipment;
electrical opening and closing devices for motor vehicles, including control units, controls and electric
motors; central locking systems; electronic immobilizers for motor vehicles; remote control devices; remote operation systems for central locking systems;
position finding, course tracking and traffic routing
devices; navigation instruments; navigation devices
for vehicles; GPS devices; electric/electronic controllers and drives for convertible soft tops, sliding
roofs and sun protection devices; data processing
devices, computers including electronic calendar,
fax machines, monitors, computer I/O devices, calculators, saved computer programs and software;
electrical, electronic, opto-electronic and mechanical analog and digital display devices and instruments; image transmission and reproduction devices; electrical or electronic display devices; display equipment, display modules, display elements,
display panels, displays, monitors, screens, LCDs,
devices with LCDs, flat screens, video screens and
monitors; touch screens; devices for recording, receiving; transmitting and reproducing analog and/or
digital signals, as well as images and sound; antennas, radios, televisions, telephones including video
telephones; hands-free equipment for telephones;
rescue equipment, such as life rafts, rescue ladders,
rescue nets, rescue tarpaulins, life belts, life buoys,
life jackets, fire extinguishing equipment; contact
lenses, spectacles, spectacles cases, binoculars,
magnifying glasses, sunglasses, hazard warning triangles for vehicles; projectors, film cameras, cameras, photocopiers, electronic translators, electronic
pocket translators, exposed film, magnetic, electronic and optical recording media, with the exception of non-exposed film; recording disks including
magnetic cards, cards with integrated circuits (smart
cards), telephone cards, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus including automatic cash dispensers,
cash machines; cash registers, calculating machines;
photovoltaic elements; photocells; presence monitoring devices.

11
Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating,
cooking, refrigerating, drying, blowing, ventilation,
air-conditioning and water supply and sanitary purposes; attachments for water supply equipment for
adjusting and changing the water flow volume; end
pieces for water supply equipment; heating and airconditioning systems for vehicles; fans and ventila-
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tion modules for vehicles; vehicle headlights; bicycle lights; vehicle tail lamps; heating, cooling, airconditioning and ventilation systems in vehicles.
12
Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or
water; parts and accessories for vehicles for transportation by land, air or water as far as included in
this class; engines for land vehicles; parts and accessories for vehicles, namely, combination display instruments, land vehicle cockpits, instrument panels,
center consoles; tires, inner tubes for tires, wheels,
wheel rims, treads for the retreading of tires,
hubcaps, rim strips, materials and kits for repairing
tires and inner tubes not included in other classes;
valves for vehicle tires; chassis and parts thereof included in this class; controlled and non-controlled
chassis for vehicles; electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes
for vehicles; parts and accessories for electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, electrohydraulic and
mechanical brakes for vehicles; brake cylinders,
brake pads, brake calipers, brake disks, brake linings, brake hoses; mechanical and hydraulic controllers and regulators not included in other classes;
regulated and unregulated electromechanical and
electrohydraulic steering systems and their components; hydraulic power steering, steering columns,
steering gear; electrical, electronic and mechanical
actuators, drive shafts and electric motors for land
vehicles; safety equipment for motor vehicles as far
as included in this class; airbags, belt tensioners and
their parts and accessories as far as included in this
class; shaft couplings and transmission mechanism,
including shift clutches for land vehicles; active and
passive, regulated and unregulated dampers and
springs for vehicles, wheels and their parts, particularly air pressure springs and gas springs; air supply
units for air spring systems for vehicles; shock absorbers and suspension struts for vehicles; shock absorber springs for vehicles, suspension springs for
vehicles; vibration dampers and torsional vibration
dampers (except as components of land vehicle engines) for vehicles; vehicle engines, steering apparatus; vehicle cabins and driver seats; hydromounts
as vehicle components as far as included in this
class; axles and axle modules, axle boots, diaphragms not included in other classes; drive belts,
transmission belts not included in other classes;
cooling, heating, brake, fuel, charge air, oil, hydraulic hoses as vehicle components and accessories as
far as included in this class; vehicle interiors lining;
airbag covers; paneling for dashboards; interior upholstery for vehicles; motor vehicle seats; cigarette
lighters for automobiles; cockpit cross beams; driver
cockpits, driver cabins; ventilation nozzles, air deflector elements and air lines for vehicles; window
and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles
as well as the associated containers, nozzles, hoses,
hose couplings, pumps, heaters and valves; windshield and headlight cleaning systems; window lift
and window positioning systems for vehicles; electric/electronic controllers and drives for convertible
soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection devices;
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rubber or plastic concertina walls for trains and articulated buses; fuel lines for vehicles; fuel tank systems for motor vehicles.
16
Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter,
printer's type, printing blocks, non-textile printing
blankets, components and accessories therefor, not
included in other classes; atlases, calendars, geographic maps, publications (written); ball pens and
pencils; pennants and flags (made from paper), napkins (made from paper); bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or
household purposes; artists' materials; typewriters
and office requisites (except furniture); instructional
and teaching material (except apparatus), including
textbooks, specialist books, magazines, repair
and/or user instructions on automotive parts; plastic
materials for packaging as far as included in this
class; forms, printed forms, print rolls and diagram
plates made out of paper for use in tachographs.
17
Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and
goods made from these materials and not included
in other classes; plastic goods (semifinished products); sealing, packing and insulating materials;
flexible pipes (not made from metal); flexible pipe
connections (not made from metal); armoring for cables (not made from metal); rubber compensators;
line seals; sealing gaiters, sealing rings, diaphragms
(not included in other classes); natural rubber (liquid); sub-ballast mats made from rubber and rubber
substitutes for vibration and shock damping in track
construction; oil-absorbent mats made of rubber and
rubber substitutes; rubber valves; soft top, door,
window, engine compartment seals; rubber or plastic upholstery materials; plastic sheeting (except for
packaging purposes), including sheeting for sealing
and insulating purposes, roof and pond liners; passageway bellows of rubber or plastic for airport passenger bridges; parts and accessories for all aforementioned goods not included in other classes; rubber for retreading tires; rubber solution.
25
Clothing, footwear, headgear including trousers, Tshirts, polo shirts, coats, jackets, overalls, caps,
gloves (clothing), shoes, neckerchiefs, ties, scarves.
35
Advertising, business management, business administration; office functions; personnel recruitment,
personnel management consultancy, commercial
consultancy, public relations, radio and television
advertising, organization of exhibitions and fairs for
commercial and advertising purposes, marketing,
sales research, market research; retail (including
online retail) services in the following areas: vehicles and vehicle accessories, tires, brakes, rubber
and plastic goods, chemical products, fuels and propellants, machines, tools and metal goods, building
articles, electrical and electronic goods, sound arid

741

data media, printed matter, stationery, office requisites, articles of clothing, shoes and textile goods,
toys, sports equipment; wholesale services (including online wholesale services) in the following areas: vehicles and vehicle accessories, tires, brakes,
rubber and plastic goods, chemical products, fuels
and propellants, machines, tools and metal goods,
building articles,electrical and electronic goods,
sound and data media, printed matter, stationery, office requisites, articles of clothing, shoes and textile
goods, toys, sports equipment; organizational advice on the granting of usage rights for mobility systems. Building construction, installation services,
automotive workshop services, conversion, repair,
servicing, assembly, dismantling, maintenance,
care, cleaning and paint work for vehicles, engines,
brakes, tires and their parts; repair of vehicles as part
of breakdown assistance; retreading of tires; maintenance, assembly, repair of evaluation instruments
for diagram plates, tachographs, accident data recorder, electronic vehicle logs, test and diagnostic
apparatus and instruments; installation, maintenance and repair of machines and machine components; installation, maintenance and repair of conveyor belts and systems; installation, maintenance
and repair of computer hardware for data processing
systems.
822.Basic registration
DE (Germany),18.10.2013, 30 2013 048 320.0/12.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
03.09.2015
1263999
151.Date of the registration
18.03.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.03.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Moroccanoil, Inc.
Suite 1200,
16311 Ventura Blvd.
Los Angeles CA 91436 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Mark D. Kremer
Conkle, Kremer & Engel, PLC
Suite 500,
3130 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica CA 90403 (US (United States of America))

742
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526.Disclaimer
“SUN”
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Pamela Reid,
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

526.Disclaimer
“PRO”

03

511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

Aloe vera gel for cosmetic purposes; beauty balm
creams; beauty lotions; body lotions; cosmetic
creams; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic preparations against sunburn; cosmetic preparations for
skin care; cosmetic sun-tanning preparations; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; cosmetics; face and
body lotions; make-up kits comprised of cosmetics;
non-medicated balms for use on lips, hair and skin;
non-medicated ointments for the prevention and
treatment of sunburn.
18
Beach bags; cosmetic bags sold empty; cosmetic
cases sold empty; purses; toiletry bags sold empty;
toiletry cases sold empty; trunks; wallets.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),18.09.2014, 86398496.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America),18.09.2014,86398496.
270.Language(s) of the application
English

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters

09
Computer software for creating, editing, processing,
organizing, importing, exporting, and encoding
video, movies, motion picture films, and multimedia
content; computer software for creating, editing,
processing, organizing, importing, exporting, and
encoding audio, music, and sound content; computer software for creating and editing digital animation, graphics, and special effects; computer software for color correction of video and multimedia
content; computer software for creating, processing,
exporting, and encoding digital media.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),31.07.2015, 86711813.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
08.10.2015

580.Date of notification
10.09.2015

1269374

1267411

151.Date of the registration
05.08.2015

151.Date of the registration
06.08.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
06.08.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative

180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
05.08.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
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Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
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580.Date of notification
15.10.2015
1269089
151.Date of the registration
05.08.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
05.08.2025

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
05.07; 27.05.

732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

571.Description of mark
The mark consists of the design of an apple with a bite removed and the word "MUSIC".

811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

526.Disclaimer
"MUSIC".
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
09
Computer software; computer software for use in
playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio files, and media
files; computer software for use in the delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia content; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data for peer-topeer social networking databases; computer software to enable users to program and distribute audio, video, data, text and other multimedia content,
including music, concerts, videos, radio, television,
cultural events, and entertainment-related and educational programs via communication networks;
computer software for accessing, browsing and
searching online databases; computer software for
setting up, configuring, operating and controlling
mobile devices, wearable devices, mobile phones,
computers, and computer peripherals, and audio and
video players; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music performances, and
music videos; downloadable electronic books, magazines, periodicals, newsletters, newspapers, journals and other publications.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),15.06.2015, 86663005.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),21.05.2015,67211.
priority limited to:class09
270.Language(s) of the application
English

842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
CORPORATION, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Thomas R. La Perle
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
05.07; 27.05.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of the design of an apple with a bite removed and the word "MUSIC".
526.Disclaimer
"MUSIC".
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
38
Broadcasting and transmission of voice, data, images, music, audio, video, multimedia, television,
and radio by means of telecommunications networks; broadcast and transmission of streamed music, audio, video, and multimedia content by means
of telecommunications networks; matching users
for the transfer of music, audio, video, and multimedia by means of telecommunications networks;
providing access to websites, databases, electronic
bulletin boards, on-line forums, directories, music,
and video and audio programs.
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821.Basic application
US (United States of America),15.06.2015, 86663019.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),21.05.2015,67211.

Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of
these materials or coated therewith not included in
other classes; jewelry, precious stones; timepieces
and chronometric instruments.
18
Attache cases, backpacks, beach bags, briefcases
(leather goods), walking sticks, card cases (wallets),
handbags, key cases, shoulder belts (straps) of
leather, parasols, pocket wallets, purses, clutches of
leather, school satchels (school bags), school satchels, saddlebags, shopping bags, carrying cases, garments bags for travel, travel bags, traveling trunks,
suitcases, umbrellas, wallets.

270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
15.10.2015
1267980
151.Date of the registration
22.04.2015

24
Sheets, eiderdowns, bed blankets, duvet covers,
pillowcases, covers, bed covers, face towels (not of
paper), table napkins of textile, table mats not of paper.

180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
22.04.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
The Polo/Lauren Company L.P.
650 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10022 (US (United States of America))
812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
CH (Switzerland)
740.Name and address of the representative
Brandstock Legal
Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
Rückertstr. 1
80336 München (DE (Germany))
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25
Clothing for men, women and children except for
the sport of polo, footwear, headgear.
35
Retail services and online retail store services offering clothing for men, women and children, except
for the sport of polo, footwear, headgear, accessories and household collections.
821.Basic application
CH (Switzerland),26.03.2015, 53616/2015.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
CH (Switzerland),26.03.2015,53616/2015.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore).

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
526.Disclaimer
“SPORT”

851.Limitation of the list of goods and services
AG (Antigua and Barbuda), AL (Albania), BA (Bosnia and
Herzegovina), BH (Bahrain), PH (Philippines), TR (Turkey), UA (Ukraine), VN (Viet Nam).

550.Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

Protection is limited to classes 9, 14, 18, 25 and 35 without
changes.

511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

851.Limitation of the list of goods and services

580.Date of notification
15.10.2015

09
Binoculars, pince-nez cases (eyeglass cases), pincenez, pince-nez cases, pince-nez chains, pince-nez
cords, pince-nez frames, pince-nez chains (eyeglass
chains), pince-nez cords, (eyeglass cords), corrective glasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, spectacle glasses, spectacles (optics), cases for sunglasses, cords for sunglasses, frames for sunglasses,
chains for sunglasses, sunglasses.
14

270.Language(s) of the application
French

1273450
151.Date of the registration
27.05.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
27.05.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
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Duty Free International LLC
Besiki Str. 4
Besiki Business Center
Office 203
0108 Tbilisi (GE (Georgia))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
GE (Georgia)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, Georgia
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821.Basic application
GE (Georgia),06.05.2015, 81969.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
SK (Slovakia),06.05.2015,81969.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
12.11.2015
1273346

740.Name and address of the representative
Levan Nikoladze
Besiki Str. 4,
Business Center,
Office 203,
Old Tbilisi district
0108 Tbilsi (GE (Georgia))

151.Date of the registration
08.09.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
08.09.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
DHL International GmbH
Charles-de-Gaulle-Str. 20
53113 Bonn (DE (Germany))
812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited Liability Company, DE

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
03.07; 26.01; 29.01.

740.Name and address of the representative
JONAS Rechtsanwaltsgesellschaft mbH
Hohenstaufenring 62
50674 Köln (DE (Germany))

550.Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning
591.Information concerning colors claimed
Golden, brown and black.Latin characters GMB are
golden, the background of the circle is brown, surrounding
circle is golden and profile of the eagle is golden with black
shadows.
571.Description of mark
Mark represents the inscription GMH in golden Latin characters placed inside the dark brown circle with goldencircled line. Golden profiled silhouette of eagle is illustrated above this circle.
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
16
Bags of paper, cardboard or plastics, for packaging;
envelopes of paper, cardboard or plastics, for packaging; pouches of paper, cardboard or plastics, for
packaging; labels, not of textile.
36
Customs brokerage; transport insurance brokerage;
transit insurance underwriting.

34
Tobacco; smokers' articles; matches.

39
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Transport services, in particular transport of goods
by motor vehicle, lorry, rail, ship and aeroplane;
packaging and storage of goods; transport of goods,
in particular packages, parcels, letters; transportation information; freight brokerage; transport brokerage; transportation logistics; courier services
[messages or merchandise]; storage information;
tracking and tracing services for letters and parcels;
freight forwarding by land, air and sea.

822.Basic registration
DE (Germany),28.04.2015, 30 2015 031 629.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
DE (Germany),12.03.2015,30 2015 031 629.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore), US
(United States of America).
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
12.11.2015
1273095
151.Date of the registration
15.09.2015
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511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
30
Sugar confectionery.
822.Basic registration
DE (Germany),13.10.1978, 977 603.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
12.11.2015
1273243
151.Date of the registration
02.07.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
02.07.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Intel Corporation
2200 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara CA 950528119 (US (United States of America))

180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
15.09.2025

813.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
US (United States of America)

732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
HARIBO GmbH & Co. KG
Hans-Riegel-Straße 1
53129 Bonn (DE (Germany))

842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
CORPORATION, Delaware, United States

812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
DE (Germany)

740.Name and address of the representative
Katherine M. Basile
Reed Smith LLP
P.O. Box 488
Pittsburg PA 15222 (US (United States of America))

842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
GmbH & Co. KG, DE
740.Name and address of the representative
Rigo Trading S.A.
EBBC Building E
L-2633 Senningerberg (LU (Luxembourg))

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
09

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
550.Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
The words contained in the mark have no meaning

Multi-layered computer memory; non-volatile computer memory; fast access, scalable computer
memory; computer hardware; solid state drives;
hard drives; integrated circuits; microprocessors;
electronic memory.
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821.Basic application
US (United States of America),23.06.2015, 86671964.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),19.05.2015,67188.
priority limited to:class09

821.Basic application
US (United States of America),23.06.2015, 86671958.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),19.05.2015,67187.
priority limited to:class09

527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore).

270.Language(s) of the application
English

270.Language(s) of the application
English

580.Date of notification
12.11.2015

580.Date of notification
12.11.2015

1272686

1273282

151.Date of the registration
09.07.2015

151.Date of the registration
01.07.2015

180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
09.07.2025

180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
01.07.2025

732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
OCEAN EUROPE S.R.L.
Via Leone XIII, 14
I-20145 Milano (IT (Italy))

732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Intel Corporation
2200 Mission College Boulevard
Santa Clara CA 950528119 (US (United States of America))
813.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, Delaware, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Katherine M. Basile
Reed Smith LLP
P.O. Box 488
Pittsburg PA 15222 (US (United States of America))

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
EM (European Union)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Società a Responsabilità Limitata, Italy
740.Name and address of the representative
GIAMBROCONO & C. S.P.A.
Via Rosolino Pilo, 19/b
I-20129 Milano (IT (Italy))

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
27.05.
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
07

09
Multi-layered computer memory; non-volatile computer memory; fast access, scalable computer
memory; computer hardware; solid state drives;
hard drives; integrated circuits; microprocessors;
electronic memory.

Washing machines, dishwashers, washer-dryers,
spin dryers (not heated) and parts and accessories
thereof, small electric household appliances included in this class.
11
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Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating,
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water
supply and sanitary purposes, in particular, refrigerators, freezers, fridge-freezers, boilers, electric or
gas heaters for baths, water heaters, bathtubs, showers, shower trays, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations], sinks, ovens, microwave ovens,
cooktops, built-in ovens for cooking installation, air
conditioners, small electric household appliances included in this class.

821.Basic application
EM (European Union),09.08.1996, 000326140.
822.Basic registration
EM (European Union),16.06.2000, 000326140.
List limited to class 7.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
12.11.2015
1273287
151.Date of the registration
31.08.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
31.08.2025
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Broadcasting of television programmes; broadcasting of video and audio programming over the internet; broadcasting programs via a global computer
network; broadcasting services and provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content
provided via a video-on-demand service via the internet.
41
Organizing, arranging, and conducting extreme athletic events; providing entertainment information in
the field of extreme sports via a website.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),02.03.2015, 86550755.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America),02.03.2015,86550755.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore).
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
12.11.2015
1274196

732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Death Challenge Inc.
23371 Mulholland Drive, Ste. 397
Woodland Hills CA 91364 (US (United States of America))
812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, Virgin Island British
740.Name and address of the representative
Charles Shelton
9521 Jumila Ave.
Chatsworth CA 91311 (US (United States of America))

151.Date of the registration
18.09.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.09.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
MALIBU (TRADEMARKS) LTD
112 High Road,
Ilford, Essex, IG1 1BY (GB (United Kingdom))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
GB (United Kingdom)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited liability company, United Kingdom
740.Name and address of the representative
TSIBANOULIS & SYNETAIROI
Omirou 18
GR-106 72 Athina (GR (Greece))

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
38

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
566.Translation of the mark or of words contained in the
mark
Malibu
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511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

HESALIGHT
541. Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters

03

511.The words contained in the mark have no meaning
International Classification of Goods and Services for the
Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification)
- NCL(10-2015)

Bleaching preparations and other substances for
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils,
cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; anti-perspirant
soap, anti-perspirants and deodorants for personal
use; bath salts; beauty masks; cosmetic kits; cosmetic creams and lotions; depilatories; eau de cologne; eau de toilette; eyebrow cosmetics, eyebrow
pencils; false eyelashes and false nails and adhesives
for affixing false eyelashes and false nails; hair dyes
and colourants; sachets for perfuming linen; lipsticks; makeup, including powders, creams and lotions; mascara; cleansing milks, tonics, oils and lotions for toilet purposes; nail varnish and nail varnish remover; rouge; shampoos; shaving cream, preshave and after shave lotions and tonics; cosmetic
preparations for skin care for slimming purposes;
cotton wool, cotton wool buds; talcum powder; toiletries; sun block preparations, sun-tanning preparations, lotions, creams and oils, sun screen products,
aftersun preparations, lotions and creams.
821.Basic application
EM (European Union),01.04.1996, 000135657.
822.Basic registration
EM (European Union),25.05.1998, 000135657.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India).
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
19.11.2015
1267377
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
HeSaLight A/S
Lykkegårdsvej 9
Roskilde (DK (Denmark))
813.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
EM (European Union)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Limited company, Denmark
740.Name and address of the representative
BUDDE SCHOU A/S
Hausergade 3
DK-1128 Copenhagen K (DK (Denmark))

550. Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark

300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
EM (European Union),08.05.2015,014039358.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand).
891.Date of subsequent designation
03.11.2015
580.Date of notification
19.11.2015
1274582
151.Date of the registration
18.08.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
18.08.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
7933657 Canada Inc.
2121 Crescent Street, Suite 100,
c/o Richelieu Group,
Montreal
Quebec H3G 2C1 (CA (Canada))
813.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has his domicile
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, Canada
740.Name and address of the representative
William M. Bryner,
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP
1001 West Fourth Street
Winston-Salem NC 27101 (US (United States of America))
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10.09.2015
580.Date of notification
19.11.2015
1274393

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.04; 27.05.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of a stylized letter "P" inside a geometrical shape over the word "Peds".
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
25
Socks and hosiery.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),18.08.2015, 86728085.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
NZ (New Zealand),18.02.2015,1014284.
class25priority limited to:socks and hosiery.

151.Date of the registration
07.08.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
07.08.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Airbnb, Inc.
888 Brannan Street
San Francisco CA 94103 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, Delaware, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
John M. Kim
IP Legal Advisors, P.C.
4445 Eastgate Mall,
Suite 200
San Diego CA 92121 (US (United States of America))

270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
19.11.2015
516985
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
FERRERO S.p.A.
Piazzale Pietro Ferrero, 1
ALBA, CUNEO (IT (Italy))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
IT (Italy)
740.Name and address of the representative
Jacobacci & Partners S.p.A.
Corso Emilia, 8
I-10152 Torino (IT (Italy))
KINDER SURPRISE
511.International Classification of Goods and Services for
the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification
527.Indications regarding use requirements
US (United States of America).
891.Date of subsequent designation

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.13.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of a stylized triangular design having a
loop in the center section.
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
36
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Real estate services, namely, rental of short-term
houses, condos, apartments, time-shares and temporary accommodations; vacation real estate listing
services and providing such services via a global
computer network; real estate listing services,
namely, providing an interactive website and online
database of rental properties, rental information,
property descriptions and images, locations and
amenities, availability and rates for vacation rental
lodgings; real estate information services, namely,
enabling users to post and receive requests for reservations to rent short-term houses, condos, apartments, time-shares and temporary accommodations
via websites.
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1274018
151.Date of the registration
03.03.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
03.03.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Moroccanoil, Inc.
Suite 1200,
16311 Ventura Blvd.
Los Angeles CA 91436 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)

39
Online arrangement and booking of travel tours and
excursions via a website; providing website content
featuring travel information and commentary;
providing an online searchable computer database
featuring information on travel; providing reviews
of travel service providers; travel guide and travel
information services; travel agency services,
namely, making reservations and bookings for
transportation, excursions, tours and travel; providing links to the websites of others featuring transportation, excursions, tours and travel.

842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Mark D. Kremer
Conkle, Kremer & Engel, PLC
3130 Wilshire Blvd,
Ste 500
Santa Monica CA 90403 (US (United States of America))

43
Providing online reservation, booking and search
services for temporary lodging, temporary accommodations and vacation rentals; online services featuring temporary lodging, temporary accommodations, vacation rentals and rental listings via an interactive website; providing website content featuring information in the field of temporary lodging,
temporary accommodations and vacation rentals;
travel agency services, namely, making reservations
and bookings for temporary lodging, temporary accommodations and vacation rentals; providing
rental information for temporary lodging, temporary
accommodations and vacation rentals, namely,
property descriptions and images, reviews, locations
and amenities, availability and rates for temporary
lodging, temporary accommodations and vacation
rentals.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),03.08.2015, 86712841.

541.Reproduction of the mark where the mark is represented in standard characters
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
03
Body and beauty care cosmetics; cosmetic hair
dressing preparations; cosmetic preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; hair care
preparations; hair conditioners; hair lotions; nonmedicated hair and skin care preparations; perfumery; shampoos; soaps.
18
Beach bags; cosmetic bags sold empty; cosmetic
cases sold empty; leather and imitation leather; parasols; purses; toiletry bags sold empty; toiletry cases
sold empty; travelling bags; trunks; umbrellas; wallets.

300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America),03.08.2015,86712841.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore).
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
19.11.2015

21
Combs; cosmetic brushes; hair brushes; toiletry
sponges.
41
Arranging and conducting educational conferences;
conducting workshops and seminars in hair care and
hair styling trends and procedures; educational ser-
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vices, namely, conducting workshops and conferences in the field of hair care, beauty and fashion;
educational services, namely, providing online instruction in the field of hair salon industry and practical training in the field of hairdressing via an
online website; entertainment, namely, production
of hair care and hair styling events, fashion shows
and beauty and cosmetic shows; providing a website
featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of
hair care, hair styling, hair coloring, the hair salon
industry and the projects of salon professionals and
the salon trade, fashion, beauty, cosmetics and hair
styling tools (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common
Regulations; providing an internet website portal
featuring entertainment news and information specifically in the field of hair care, hair styling, fashion, beauty and cosmetics (term considered too
vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of
the Common Regulations; providing online nondownloadable electronic books in the field of hair
care, hair styling, hair coloring, the hair salon industry and the projects of salon professionals and the
salon trade, fashion, beauty, cosmetics and hair styling tools; training services in the field of hair care,
hair styling, and hair coloring in salon operations
and salon management, and distributing educational
materials in connection therewith.
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580.Date of notification
19.11.2015
1275395
151.Date of the registration
04.09.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
04.09.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Irene K. Chong
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

42
Research in the field of hair care; research in the
field of hair preparations, fashion, beauty and cosmetics; scientific research in the field of hair preparations, fashion, beauty and cosmetics.
44
Beauty consultation services; beauty salon services;
beauty salons; beauty spa services, namely, cosmetic body care; hair color salon services; hair cutting services; hair replacement, hair addition, and
hair extension services; hair salon services, namely,
hair cutting, styling, coloring, and hair extension
services; hair styling; hair weaving services; hairdressing salons; hairdressing services; online cosmetic skincare consultation services; providing advice and information in the fields of hairstyling, hair
care, and hair maintenance; providing online advice
and information in the fields of hairstyling, hair
care, and hair maintenance.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),03.09.2014, 86384708.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
US (United States of America),03.09.2014,86384708.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India), NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore).
270.Language(s) of the application
English

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
17.02; 26.04; 29.01.
591.Information concerning colors claimed
The color(s) black, white and gray is/are claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a black square with
rounded edges in which appears a white circular design
with an interlocking clasp on the right side, and a gray rectangular design on the left with a black circle outlined in
white at the top and a white elongated oval at the bottom.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of a black square with rounded edges in
which appears a white circular design with an interlocking
clasp on the right side, and a gray rectangular design on the
left with a black circle outlined in white at the top and a
white elongated oval at the bottom.
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511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
09
Computer software, namely, computer application
software for use in configuring and controlling
wearable computer hardware and wearable computer peripherals; computer software for managing
user system settings and preferences; data
synchronization software.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),31.08.2015, 86743220.
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
26.11.2015
1275384
151.Date of the registration
19.08.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
19.08.2025

753

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
02.09; 25.07; 26.04; 29.01.
550.Indication relating to the nature or kind of mark
Three-dimensional mark
591.Information concerning colors claimed
Pink, red, white, gray, dark green and light green.Bottom
square, middle square, hearts.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of three, three-dimensional squares with
rounded edges, stacked at an angle with the bottom square
in dark green, the middle square in light green, and the top
square in white. The top square contains three rows of three
hearts, eight of which are gray and one of which has a linear
gradient color of red to pink. The color gray appears in the
outline of the image and represents outlining and is not
claimed as a feature of the mark.
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)
09
Computer software used in developing other software applications; application development software.

732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

821.Basic application
US (United States of America),18.08.2015, 86729148.

812.Contracting State or Contracting Organization in the
territory of which the holder has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment
US (United States of America)

300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),19.02.2015,066617.
priority limited to:class09

842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States

527.Indications regarding use requirements
NZ (New Zealand), SG (Singapore).

740.Name and address of the representative
Jason A. Cody
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop,
MS: 169-3IPL
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))

270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
26.11.2015
1276022
151.Date of the registration
01.09.2015
180.Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal
01.09.2025
732.Name and address of the holder of the registration
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
811.Contracting State of which the holder is a national
US (United States of America)
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842.Legal nature of the holder (legal entity) and State, and,
where applicable, territory within that State where the legal
entity is organized
Corporation, California, United States
740.Name and address of the representative
Irene K. Chong
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop
Cupertino CA 95014 (US (United States of America))
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activity, steps taken, distance walked or run, time
standing or sitting, calories consumed, calories
burned; computer software for tracking, monitoring
and managing information and goals regarding a
heath and fitness program; computer software for
mobile telephones and mobile digital electronic devices.
821.Basic application
US (United States of America),26.08.2015, 86738558.
300.Data relating to priority under the Paris Convention
and other data relating to registration of the mark in the
country of origin
JM (Jamaica),04.03.2015,66702.

531.International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification)
VCL (7)
26.01; 26.04; 29.01.
591.Information concerning colors claimed
The color(s) black, pink, red, green, yellow and blue is/are
claimed as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of a
black square with rounded edges that contains concentric
rings with the outermost ring in red fading to pink, then a
black ring, then a green ring going from a darker shade of
green to yellow, then a black ring, then a ring going from a
blue to a turquoise shade of blue, then a black circle in the
center.
571.Description of mark
The mark consists of a black square with rounded edges
that contains concentric rings with the outermost ring in red
fading to pink, then a black ring, then a green ring going
from a darker shade of green to yellow, then a black ring,
then a ring going from a blue to a turquoise shade of blue,
then a black circle in the center.
511.The International Classification of Goods and Services
for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks (Nice Classification) and the list of goods and services classified
according thereto
NCL (10-2015)

class09priority limited to: computer software for tracking,
storing, viewing, monitoring, displaying, transmitting and
managing user interaction data concerning exercise, physical activity, steps taken, distance walked or run, time
standing or sitting, calories consumed, calories burned;
computer software for tracking, monitoring and managing
information and goals regarding a heath and fitness program; computer software for mobile telephones and mobile
digital electronic devices.
527.Indications regarding use requirements
IN (India).
270.Language(s) of the application
English
580.Date of notification
03.12.2015
______________________________________________
ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA
IN THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE
A.D. 2016
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that Tuesday the 27th
day of September, 2016 at 9:00 o’clock in the forenoon has
been fixed as the date and hour for the commencement of
the hearing of the Circuit for the trial of Criminal Cases in
Antigua and Barbuda.

Dated the 5th day of September, 2016.

09
Computer software for tracking, storing, viewing,
monitoring, displaying, transmitting and managing
user interaction data concerning exercise, physical

Registrar
High Court of Justice

